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Neutron-powder-diffraction experiments on154SmNiO3 and 153EuNiO3 at different temperatures have been
performed. At variance with the case of Pr and Nd nickelates, the metal-insulator transition temperature in
these compounds are different from the Ne´el temperature~TM -I'400 K, TN'230 K for Sm andTM -I

'480 K, TN'220 K for Eu! so that the magnetic ordering develops upon cooling in an insulating matrix. With
decreasing temperature the crystal structure undergoes a 0.15% lattice expansion atTM -I . The crystal symme-
try Pbnm does not change within the experimental error, but the Ni-O average distance increases and the
superexchange angle Ni-O-Ni decreases slightly in the insulating regime. The magnetic structure of both

compounds has the same propagation vectork5( 1
2 ,0,12 ) as observed in Pr and Nd nickelates. This feature leads

us to speculate that the orbital ordering responsible for the magnetic structure is a characteristic of the
insulating state of theRNiO3 series~at least for light rare earthsR!. A search for small nuclear superstructure
peaks characterizing the orbital ordering has been carried out without success. The consequences of our
experimental results are discussed in the context of current ideas about superexchange in oxides.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskite oxides are currently of high interest becaus
the panoply of exotic physical properties they display. Af
the discovery of superconductivity in perovskite-related o
ides, the colossal magnetoresistance observed in Mn-b
perovskites is attracting the interest of condensed ma
scientists.1 Among the phenomena observed in these mat
als are different electronic processes like structural tra
tions induced by an external magnetic field, charge order
and orbital ordering due to cooperative Jahn-Teller~JT!
effect.2 Charge and orbital ordering in manganites are fas
nating phenomena that deserve deeper studies using diff
experimental techniques, in order to determine precisely
real physics behind these concepts. These interesting p
cal properties of Mn perovskites appear on doping with ho
~by substitution of an alkaline earth for the rare earth!. Quali-
tatively, many properties of these materials can be und
stood within the classical scheme of a hole-doped M
Hubbard insulator in which double exchange, Hu
coupling, and the Jahn-Teller effect play crucial roles. Ho
ever a proper formulation of the theory is still lacking.

Rare-earth/nickel perovskites have some common cha
teristics to their Mn homologues but, concerning the el
570163-1829/98/57~1!/456~9!/$15.00
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tronic structure, they are placed at the boundary separa
‘‘low- D metals’’ and ‘‘charge-transfer insulator.’’3 In nick-
elatesRNiO3 ~R: rare earth! a metal-insulator (M -I ) transi-
tion takes place as a function of temperature4 but, in contrast
to the manganites, no doping is needed to induce suc
phenomenon. The transition temperatureTM -I can be easily
tuned by varying the rare earth. This temperature seems
rectly related to the steric effect induced by theR31 cation,
via the change of the superexchange angle Ni-O-Ni a
hence the bandwidth.5–7 The structural features accompan
ing the M -I transition for R5Pr and Nd, have been dis
cussed extensively in Ref. 6, and can be summarized as
lows: the cell volume increases on going from the meta
to the insulating regime as a consequence of a slight incre
of the Ni-O distances (DdNi-O'10.004 Å). The increment
of the Ni-O distances induces additional tilts of the NiO6

octahedra that produce a diminution of the superexcha
Ni-O-Ni angle (DQO-Ni-O'20.5°). At variance with
LaMnO3, no orbital ordering is apparent from the anisotro
of the Ni-O distances in NiO6 octahedra, even if low spin
Ni31(t2g

6eg
1) is susceptible to the JT effect as

Mn31(t2g
3eg

1). This is probably a manifestation of the mo
covalent character of the Ni oxides: the higher crystal fi
456 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 457NEUTRON-DIFFRACTION STUDY OF THE MAGNETIC . . .
in the latter makes the ionic picture less adequate than in
oxides. However, the magnetic structure observed for Pr
Nd compounds led us to postulate the existence of some
of orbital ordering in these perovskites,8 even if the structural
distortion associated with this ordering is not detected by
experimental methods. In these two compounds theM -I
transition temperature is also the Ne´el temperature. Both
compounds become magnetically ordered in the insula
regime. This feature led some of us to think about an abn
mal situation in which a spin-density-wavelike state exis
in the vicinity of TM -I in the metallic state that condense
into the peculiar magnetic structure observed for Pr and
compounds in the insulating regime. The Sm and Eu co
pounds, in which both temperatures,TN andTM -I , are well
separated, were good candidates to investigate the stabili
this magnetic structure against the proximity of the meta
state. The high absorption of neutrons by natural Sm and
precluded a neutron experiment. The availability of154Sm
and 153Eu allowed us to perform a series of neutron expe
ments in order to complete the structural study perform
with x-ray diffraction and to investigate the magnetic stru
ture of these two members of the series.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND DATA ANALYSIS

Powder samples of Sm and Eu nickelates were prep
starting from isotopic 99% enriched154Sm2O3 and 153Eu2O3,
respectively. We used the procedure described in Ref
Several powder diffractometers at the Laboratoire Le´on Bril-
louin ~LLB ! in Saclay and the Institute Laue-Langevin~ILL !
in Grenoble, were used in this study. The banana-type
fractometer G4.1 (l'2.43 Å, graphite focusing monochro
mator, 2uM'42°!, was used for determining the magne
structure and the evolution of the unit-cell parameters
tween 1.5 and 230 K. Several neutron-powder-diffract
patterns were collected by using a standard Orange cryo
~temperature stability better than 0.1 K!. To investigate the
structural changes across theM -I transition in the Sm case
(TM -I'400 K) two high-resolution diffraction patterns we
recorded at 375 and 410 K on the diffractometer 3
@Ge~335! at a takeoff angle of 90°,l51.22 Å, Qmax
59.2 Å21!. A furnace, with the sample under vacuum, w
used to change the temperature of the sample above r
temperature. The magnetic and crystal structures of the
compound were studied, between 1.5 and 200 K, using
collected on the ILL diffractometer D1A@Ge~115! at a take-
off angle of 120°,l51.91 Å, and Ge~113! l52.99 Å#. The
absorption cross section of153Eu is still quite high but good
quality diffraction patterns could be obtained by using a h
low vanadium sample can of diametersB internal59 mm, and
Bexternal510 mm. The diffractometer D1B of the ILL (l
52.52 Å), similar to G4.1 but with more flux, was used f
a high counting experiment devoted to determining the p
ence and/or absence of superstructure peaks associated
orbital ordering in SmNiO3. The counting time for each o
the two recorded patterns~420 and 320 K! was 36 h.

All data were analyzed using the Rietveld method
crystal and magnetic structure refinement with the progr
FULLPROF.9 The peak shape in profile refinements was
scribed by a pseudo-Voigt function. The parameters mo
ing the full width at half maximum of Bragg peaks~U, V, W
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in the Caglioti’s formula! were refined close to the resolutio
function of the respective diffractometers, indicating ve
good sample quality. The background was either interpola
between a set of manually determined points or refined us
a six-parameter polynomial function. The Fermi lengths
the different nuclear species were taken from Ref. 10. T
magnetic form factor for Ni atoms was taken using the c
efficients given in the International Tables11 for the spin
only, ^ j 0&, part of the Ni31 free ion. For that of Sm31 we
used the dipolar approximation12 and the coefficients given
for ^ j 0& and^ j 2& in Ref. 11. No evidence of magnetic orde
ing of the Eu31 ions was found.

The cell parameters obtained with different instrume
were recalibrated by refining the neutron wavelength a
zero point of the corresponding diffractometer in order
match the cell parameters obtained with x-ray diffraction
high temperature. After the correction of the waveleng
new full refinements of the diffraction patterns were pe
formed.

III. RESULTS

A. Structural behavior

The temperature dependence of the cell parameters is
played in Fig. 1. It is worth mentioning thatc/& lies be-
tween a and b. This is the usual situation in perovskite

FIG. 1. ~a! Cell parametersa, b, and c/& and ~b! unit-cell
volume of 154SmNiO3 and 153EuNiO3 as a function of temperature
Experimental points from different instruments have been grou
after wavelength correction as explained in the text.
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458 57J. RODRI´GUEZ-CARVAJAL et al.
where the primary distorting effect is steric. This is in co
trast with LaMnO3 in which the strong cooperative JT effe
induces an orbital ordering distorting the MnO octahedra
gives rise to the so-calledO8 structure withc/&<a<b.
The neutron-diffraction experiments confirm the thermal
pansion already determined with x-ray diffraction.6

The structural behavior observed across theM -I transi-
tion is similar to that observed for Pr and Nd compounds
Tables I and II we have gathered the whole set of crysta
graphic parameters and geometrical data characterizing
crystalline structure of SmNiO3 at both sides of theM -I
transition. Crystallographic parameters of EuNiO3 at low
temperature have also been included. A plot of the obser
and calculated powder-diffraction patterns of154SmNiO3 re-
corded on 3T2 just above theM -I transition is presented in
Fig. 2~a!. The low-temperature refined pattern of EuNiO3 is
depicted in Fig. 2~b!.

The geometrical parameters relevant to theM -I transition
are the average Ni-O distance and the superexchange a
The later governs the transfer integralTdpd determining the
bandwidth and henceTM -I . We have represented the beha
ior of these two geometrical parameters for fiveR cations in
Fig. 3 as a function of temperature. We have used previo

TABLE I. Structural parameters and conventional reliability i
dices obtained from the Rietveld refinement of the diffraction p
terns of 154SmNiO3 at both sides of theM -I transition and for
153EuNiO3 at 1.5 K.

154SmNiO3
154SmNiO3

153EuNiO3

Temperature 375 K 410 K 1.5 K
Space group Pbnm Pbnm Pbnm
Rare earth (4c)

(xy1
4 )

x 0.9908~5! 0.9908~5! 0.9864~4!

y 0.0504~2! 0.0492~2! 0.0584~3!

B (Å 2) 0.70~3! 0.76~3! 0.10
Ni (4b)

( 1
2 00)

B (Å 2) 0.36~2! 0.38~2! 0.32
O1 (4c)

(xy1
4 )

x 0.0808~6! 0.0799~5! 0.0861~5!

y 0.4855~5! 0.4862~5! 0.4796~5!

B (Å 2) 0.70~5! 0.70~4! 0.46
O2 (8d)
(xyz)
x 0.7076~4! 0.7080~4! 0.7022~4!

y 0.2929~3! 0.2933~3! 0.2961~4!

z 0.0426~3! 0.0413~3! 0.0434~3!

B (Å 2) 0.75~3! 0.65~3! 0.59
a ~Å! 5.3301~1! 5.3316~1! 5.2811~1!

b ~Å! 5.4296~1! 5.4242~1! 5.4641~1!

c ~Å! 7.5680~2! 7.5661~2! 7.5110~2!

Rwp ~%! 6.50 6.16 4.95
Rexp ~%! 5.17 5.22 2.53
x2 1.58 1.39 3.83
RB ~%! 5.77 4.51 5.36
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published data and our present results for SmNiO3 and
EuNiO3 ~see caption of Fig. 3!. It is worth remarking that the
average Ni-O distance in the insulating compounds is c
tered about 1.945 Å at low temperature, significantly high
than that~1.933 Å! corresponding to metallic LaNiO3. The
smooth increase of the average Ni-O distance,^d(Ni-O)&,
with decreasing size of the rare-earth ions just reflects
evolution of the electronegativity along the 4f series~from
1.10 for La to 1.17 for Sm!.13 This is not the case for the
average Ni-O-Ni angle,̂Ni-O-Ni&, which is, as expected
strongly dependent on the rare-earth size@see Fig. 3~b!#.

B. Magnetic ordering

The neutron-powder-diffraction patterns of SmNiO3 ob-
tained below the Ne´el temperature (TN'230 K) show the
presence of small magnetic reflections that can be indexe

using the propagation vectork5( 1
2 ,0,12 ). This is the same

magnetic lattice as in Pr and Nd compounds, so the disc
sion we presented in Ref. 8 for determining the magne
structure of the Pr and Nd compounds can be extended to
Sm case. Using the same magnetic model for Ni and
atoms as in the case of NdNiO3, we have refined the neutron
diffraction patterns obtained on G4.1 from 1.5 up to 230
In Fig. 4~a! we show the observed and calculated diffracti
patterns at 1.5 K. The magnetic structure is shown in F
4~b!.

As in the case of NdNiO3, only half of the~001! planes of
Sm31 have a nonvanishing magnetic moment at Sm si
This is the result of the cancellation of the molecular field
someR sites due to the particular spin arrangement of
ions. In the present case the weakness of the magnetic re
tions makes the distinction between the equal-moment

-
TABLE II. Interatomic distances~in Å! and angles~in degrees!

calculated with the parameters given in the previous table.
distortion parameterD of a coordination polyhedron BON with an
average B-O distancêd&, is defined asD5(1/N)(n51,N$(dn

2^d&)/^d&%2. ^v& is the average tilt angle of NiO6 octahedra.

154SmNiO3
154SmNiO3

153EuNiO3

Temperature 375 K 410 K 1.5 K
Space group Pbnm Pbnm Pbnm
dNi-O1 (32) 1.942~1! 1.940~1! 1.937~1!

dNi-O2 (32) 1.961~2! 1.964~2! 1.966~2!

(32) 1.953~2! 1.944~2! 1.955~2!

^dNi-O& 1.952~1! 1.949~1! 1.953~1!

D (31024) 0.16 0.29 0.36
Ni-O1-Ni (32) 154.0~1! 154.2~1! 152.0~1!

Ni-O2-Ni (34) 152.8~3! 153.4~3! 151.4~2!

^Ni-O-Ni& 153.2~2! 153.7~2! 151.6~1!

^v& 13.4~1! 13.2~1! 14.2~1!

dR-O1 2.410~3! 2.418~3! 2.361~3!

dR-O1 2.311~4! 2.314~4! 2.298~4!

dR-O2 (32) 2.548~3! 2.554~3! 2.520~3!

dR-O2 (32) 2.351~3! 2.355~2! 2.337~2!

dR-O2 (32) 2.636~3! 2.632~2! 2.608~2!

^dR-O& 2.474~1! 2.477~1! 2.448~1!

D (31024) 25.47 24.40 24.30
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57 459NEUTRON-DIFFRACTION STUDY OF THE MAGNETIC . . .
rangement for Sm and the model we are discussing q
difficult. Nevertheless the presence of the same propaga
vector as in the Nd compound, suggests the same beha

In Fig. 5, the value of the Ni magnetic moment
SmNiO3 has been represented as a function of temperat
The continuous curve has been calculated by using the B
louin function with a saturation momentmsat50.85mB and a
transition temperatureTN5230 K.

The refinement of the crystal and magnetic structure
EuNiO3 @see Fig. 2~b!# was affected by a relatively larg
absorption, so the accuracy of the refined parameters is
as good as in the Sm case. The magnetic structure of EuN3
produces Bragg peaks indexed with the propagation ve

k5( 1
2 ,0,12 ) and is the same as in the other compounds. T

temperature behavior of the Ni moment is also displayed
Fig. 5 together with the calculated moment from the Br
louin function with msat51.18mB and TN5220 K. No or-
dered magnetic moment has been detected in the Eu31 ions,
however the weakness of the magnetic reflections does
allow us to discard this possibility. To be noticed is the d
ference between the saturation value of the Ni magnetic

FIG. 2. ~a! Observed~open circles!, calculated, and difference
~continuous lines! neutron-powder-diffraction patterns o
154SmNiO3 at 410 K ~metallic state! obtained in the diffractomete
3T2. The second row of reflection markers represent the contr
tion of a minor NiO impurity. ~b! Observed and calculate
powder-diffraction patterns of153EuNiO3 at 1.5 K obtained in the
diffractometer D1A.
te
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ment in PrNiO3 ('0.9mB), NdNiO3 ('0.9mB), and
SmNiO3 ('0.9mB) and EuNiO3 ('1.2mB). The anoma-
lous large value found in the Eu compound probably ari
from the difficulties in properly handling the absorption co
rection in the treatment of the diffraction patterns in the pr
ence of weak magnetic reflections. The absorption norm
affects the scale factor and the thermal parameters.
atomic coordinates are, however, almost independent of
absorption coefficient used in the refinement. Neverthel
the increase of the magnetic moment of Ni in the Eu co
pound could have a real physical significance, in the se
that if the covalence of the Ni-O bonding increases on go
to smallerR, the partial electron transfer from oxygen to N
increases the effective moment at Ni sites. This point ne
confirmation on a sample ofRNiO3 with a smaller rare earth

IV. DISCUSSION

The ground-state magnetic ordering of SmNiO3 and
EuNiO3 is of the same type as that already observed for
and Nd nickelates, so it seems that the exchange interac

u- FIG. 3. ~a! Average Ni-O distances and~b! average superex
change angle Ni-O-Ni, vs temperature for differentRNiO3 com-
poundsR5La, Pr, Nd~Ref. 6!, 154Sm, and153Eu ~this work!, de-
termined from neutron-powder-diffraction refinements.
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460 57J. RODRI´GUEZ-CARVAJAL et al.
coupling nearest Ni neighbors in the insulating state h
alternating opposite signs. This is a strong conclusion
can be obtained from a straightforward analysis of a class
Heisenberg Hamiltonian~see Appendix!. Thus, within the
widely accepted framework of the Goodenough-Kanam
rules14,15 for the sign of the exchange interactions in insu
tors, the observed magnetic structure could only be the re
of an orbital ordering allowing the alternation of positive a
negative exchange interactions. In Fig. 6~a! is shown the or-
bital ordering existing in LaMnO3 ~Ref. 16! and, in Fig. 6~b!
and Fig. 6~c!, the two possible orbital orderings forRNiO3
(R5Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu) are depicted. In the case of LaMn3
the orbital ordering does not break down the crystallograp
symmetry of the orbital-disordered phase (Pbnm) existing
above the Jahn-Teller transition temperatureTJT'790 K.
The orbital ordering is experimentally detected just by
change in the local geometry of MnO6 octahedra.17 In RNiO3
the orbital ordering compatible with the magnetic structu
should make Ni atoms nonequivalent, so a change of c
tallographic symmetry is expected. A group theory analy
of the space groups compatible with a structural phase t

FIG. 4. ~a! Observed~open circles!, calculated, and difference
~continuous lines! neutron-powder-diffraction patterns o
154SmNiO3 at 1.5 K~insulating state! obtained in the diffractomete
G4.1. The magnetic reflections are explicitly indexed.~b! Mag-
netic structure of154SmNiO3. In 153EuNiO3 the arrangement of the
Ni moments is identical, however no ordering of the Eu sublatt
has been observed.
e
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sition characterized by a propagation vectorq5( 1
2 ,0,12 ),

identical to that of the magnetic structure in the setti
Pbnm, leads to crystal structures belonging to two differe
settings of the space groupsBb21m ~a852a, b85b, c8
52c!, P21 ~a85a1b, b85b, c85a2c! or P21 /c ~a85a
1b, b85b, c85a2c!, ~see Ref. 18!. The latter cannot de-
scribe an orbital ordering compatible with the observed m
netic structure, but the former is the most symmetric gro
satisfying this prescription. In Table III we have written th
atom positions ofRNiO3 in the Bb21m setting. The two
orbital orderings shown in Fig. 6 haveBb21m symmetry and
are compatible with the observed magnetic structure and
Goodenough-Kanamori rules for superexchange~see Appen-
dix!.

If the orbital ordering produces a significant distortion
the NiO6 octahedra, it could be possible to observe sup
structure peaks corresponding to the propagation vectoq

5( 1
2 ,0,12 ) in the paramagnetic insulating state. We could n

detect such a change in the crystal structure in our ea
work; thus we have attempted to detect the signature of
orbital ordering~that we assume to be established in the
sulating regime! by a high intensity neutron-diffraction mea
surement. The comparison of diagrams at low~insulating
state! and high~metallic state! temperature is shown in Fig
7. We could not see any indication of superstructure pea
We have made an estimation of the oxygen displaceme
for the orbital ordering proposed in Fig. 6, with respect to t
average cell in thePbnmsetting that is compatible with the
observed diffraction patterns. For that we performed a sim
lation of the observed diffraction pattern, considering that
the atoms, except the oxygen atoms deriving from O~2! in
the basal plane, conserve thePbnmstructure. We produced
a synthetic diffraction pattern calculated with the orbita
disordered structure with a counting statistic similar to t
real diffraction pattern obtained in D1B, but with a highQ
range~as in 3T2!. We started the refinement of the synthe
diffraction pattern using deformed NiO6 octahedra. The re-

FIG. 5. Staggered Ni magnetic moment~in Bohr magnetons! as
a function of temperature of154SmNiO3 and 153EuNiO3. The con-
tinuous lines correspond to the calculations using the Brillo
function.

e
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FIG. 6. ~a! Schematic representation of the orbital ordering in LaMnO3. ~b! and ~c! two possible orbital orderings inRNiO3 (R
5Pr,Nd,Sm) compatible with theBb21m symmetry. We have represented the occupiedeg orbital of LS-Ni31(t2g

6eg
1) and Mn31(t2g

3eg
1)

by dark lobes that mimics the electron density. The relative orientation of the lobes give rise to roughly four types of exchange inte
AW , AS , FW , andFS . The projection of the unit cell is referred to theBb21m setting. See Appendix for details.
-
,
s

ic
a

tion

ion,
finement of the Ni-O distances~using generalized coordi
nates! was done in theBb2Im setting, as given in Table III
but keeping thePbnmconstraints, except for oxygen atom
O21, O22, O23, and O24. We arrived at a situation in wh
a significant distortion can exist but the superstructure pe
h
ks

are too weak to be observed. An example of such a distor
is given by the oxygen, positions~in italics! in Table III. The
most intense superstructure peak for that case is 231024

times smaller than the most intense fundamental reflect
but the Ni-O distances are
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462 57J. RODRI´GUEZ-CARVAJAL et al.
d~Ni1-O!5$231.9413,1.9513,1.9346,1.9493,1.9616%

⇒Distortion: 0.231024,

d~Ni2-O!5$231.9413,1.9607,1.9749,1.9913,1.9251%

⇒Distortion: 1.331024.

This is an artificial case, but it illustrates the lack of sen
tivity of the diffraction pattern to small distortions conser
ing the average Ni-O distances and the average tilt angl
octahedra for the present structure.

In the field of magnetic intermetallic compounds there
many cases in which spin arrangements of the t
~1122! along a crystallographic direction are observed19

In these systems the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yos
~RKKY ! interaction makes it possible to have second a
further neighbor exchange integrals of the same orde
magnitude as that for first neighbors, so that propaga
vectors of the typek5t/4 ~t is a reciprocal lattice vector! are
stabilized in simple structures. It seems unlikely that inter
tions similar to RKKY type exist in insulators. The schem
of orbital ordering allows the explanation of the observ
magnetic structure in terms of semiempirical rules that se
to work in many cases. However, the effective existence

TABLE III. Atom positions of the orbitally orderedRNiO3

compounds. The symmetry isBb21m ~standard settingCmc21!
with two Wyckoff positions:

~8b! 1

~4a! ..m

1~0,0,0!;~ 1
2 ,0,12 !

~x,y,z!;~2x,y1
1
2 ,z!;~x,y,2z!;~2x,y1

1
2 ,2z!

~x,y,0!;~2x,y1
1
2 ,0!.

The particular values of the atom coordinates correspond to thos
the super-groupPbnm for T5375 K. Fractional coordinates ar
referred to the unit cell:a852a, b85b, c852c. The origin of the

new cell with respect to thePbnm cell is (1
4 ,0,14 ). Coordinates in

italics represents a distortion of the NiO6 octahedra giving rise to
small superstructure peaks that cannot be seen in our experim
conditions~see text for explanation!.

Atom Bb21m site x y z Pbnmsite

Sm1 (4a) 0.36983 0.05029 0 Sm (4c)
Sm2 (4a) 0.36983 0.05029 1

2

Sm3 (8b) 0.11983 0.44971 0.25000
Ni1 (8b) 0.12500 0.00000 0.12500 Ni (4b)
Ni2 (8b) 0.12500 0.00000 0.37500
O11 (4a) 0.41497 0.48426 0 O1 (4c)
O12 (4a) 0.41497 0.48426 1

2

O13 (8b) 0.16497 0.01574 0.25000
O21 (8b) 0.22831 0.29248 0.39595 O2 (8d)

0.22843 0.29282 0.39595
O22 (8b) 0.22831 0.29248 0.89595

0.22700 0.28899 0.89570
O23 (8b) 0.47831 0.20752 0.14595

0.47996 0.20275 0.14623
O24 (8b) 0.47831 0.20752 0.35405

0.47778 0.20881 0.35420
-

of

e
e

a
d
of
n

-

m
f

the orbital ordering still remains to be demonstrated
RNiO3 compounds. The availability of single crystals and/
‘‘zero matrix’’ isotopic mixtures of Sm and Ni ions, so tha
b(Sm)'b(Ni)'0, seems to be of absolute necessity to u
ambiguously state that orbital ordering is a relevant conc
in these materials. The isotopic sample is being prepared
future experiments. Another possibility is that our ide
about superexchange interactions are too simplistic and
Goodenough-Kanamori rules do not apply to the pres
case. In any case, the existence of other subtle interact
able to stabilize the observed spin arrangement should no
disregarded.
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APPENDIX

We demonstrate that a uniform~same sign! distribution of
the exchange interactions between nearest neighbors in
perovskite Ni lattice is incompatible with the experimen
results obtained forRNiO3. For simplicity we consider the
simple cubic perovskite lattice. The orthorhombic nature
the compounds does not substantially change the conclus
The experimental ground-state propagation vector with

spect to the ‘‘pseudocubic’’ subcell isk5( 1
4 , 1

4 , 1
4 ). We con-

sider that the magnetic ordering atT50 corresponds to the
minimum energy described by the classical Heisenberg
ergy:

E52( Ji j Si•Sj , ~A1!

whereSi are considered as classical spins at site ‘‘i ’’ inter-
acting with the spin at site ‘‘j ’’ through the exchange inte
gral Ji j . Whereas there is no rigorous expression forJi j in
real insulating materials, we assume as valid the qualita
expressions forJ given by Zeiger and Pratt20 in their descrip-
tion of the semiempirical Goodenough-Kanamori rules.J de-
pends on the transfer integralT, the electrostatic energyU
and, eventually, on the intra-atomic exchangeJintra. The ex-
pression ofJ is formed by a set of contributions involving~a!
both orbitals are half filled (AF): J(1);2Tdpd

2 /U, ~b! one
orbital is half filled and the other is empty or full (F):
J(2);Tdpd

2 Jintra/U2, and ~c! direct exchangeJdirect (F) ~see
Ref. 20 for details!. The most important term is generall
J(1) but qualitative predictions of the relative strengths a
signs can be made based on the geometrical characteristi
the cation-anion-cation bonds. The consideration of an
tropic exchange, single-ion anisotropy, dipolar, or high
order ~biquadratic for instance! spin interactions will not
change our conclusions. This is so if we consider, as is
common belief in insulators, that the isotropic exchange,
tween the spins of two not too distant atoms, is the m
important term responsible for the magnetic ordering. T
Fourier transform of Eq.~A1! permits us to get a finite ex
pression of the magnetic energy~if we consider thatJi j 50
for Ri j .Ro! as a function of the exchange parameters a

of

tal
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FIG. 7. Background corrected diffraction patterns obtained at 420 and at 320 K on D1B. No evidence of nuclear superstructu
coming from the orbital ordering is observed. The calculated pattern for the model given in Table III is also shown. Arrows indic

positions at which nuclearq5( 1
2 ,0,12 ) superstructure peaks, characterizing the orbital ordering, are expected to be more easily see
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the propagation vector~see Ref. 21!. For the perovskite lat-
tice it can be written up to the fourth-nearest neighbors a

J~k!52E/NS252J1$cos2pkx1cos2pky1cos2pkz%

12J2$cos2p~kx1ky!1cos2p~kx2ky!1cos2p~kx

1kz!1cos2p~kx2kz!1cos2p~ky1kz!1cos2p~ky

2kz!%12J3$cos2p~kx1ky1kz!1cos2p~kx2ky

1kz!1cos2p~kx2ky2kz!1cos2p~kx1ky2kz!%

12J4$cos4pkx1cos4pky1cos4pkz%, ~A2!

whereN is the number of magnetic ions andS is the spin
value. The ground-state propagation vector is obtained
maximizing J(k) with respect tok. The above expression
for J lead clearly touJ1u@uJi u ( i 52,3,4), so if we neglect
next-nearest and farther neighbors interactions,J(k) is maxi-
mum for k5(0,0,0) ~ferromagnetism! if J1.0 or for k
5( 1

2 , 1
2 , 1

2 ) if J1,0. The latter configuration corresponds
the G-type magnetic structure observed in the majority
perovskite oxides ABO3 having a single type of B ion.

Considering propagation vectors of the formk
5(k,k,k), the above expression simplifies to

J~k!56J216~J11J3!cos2pk16~J21J4!cos4pk

12J3cos6pk. ~A3!

It is straightforward to verify thatk5 1
4 could be a maximum

of Eq. ~A3! ~dJ(k)/dk50 and d2J(k)/dk2,0! only if J1
50 andJ21J4.0. These conditions are necessary fork5
1
4 to be the ground state but not sufficient. These conditi
are contrary to what is expected from superexchange th
in insulators applied to the perovskite lattice, for whichJ1
should be the most important term.

The effect of an orbitaleg ordering is to makeJ between
nearest neighbors of different sign depending on whe
neighboring cations have a half filled or empty orbitals
y

f

s
ry

er

bond to the intervening anion. The case of LaMnO3 is well
known. The Jahn-Teller effect in this compound makes
nearest-neighbor interaction positive in thea-b plane and
negative alongc, so the exchange parameterJ1 is split as
J1x'J1y5J1ÞJ1z5J18 . The expression~A2! considering
only next-nearest neighbors is written as

J~k!52J1$cos 2pkx1cos 2pky%12J18 cos 2pkz.

For J1.0 andJ18,0, J(k) is maximum fork5(0,0,12 ), that
corresponds to theA-type magnetic structure observed f
LaMnO3.

In the case ofRNiO3 compounds the orbital ordering i
peculiar. In their magnetic structure each Ni atom sees th
Ni neighbors coupled ferromagnetically and three antifer
magnetically, so that sign@J(Ri ,Ri1ra)#52sign@J(Ri ,Ri
2ra)#, wherera is @100#, @010#, or @001#. Thus the common
assumption of parity~each Ni atom is a center of symmetr
of the spin Hamiltonian! for the exchange integral betwee
an atom and the six nearest neighbors in the simple pe
skite lattice is not fulfilled. Actually, the above conditions fo
nearest neighbors in the perovskite lattice suffice to stabi
the observed propagation vector. However, the simple an
sis presented for a primitive cubic lattice is no longer po
sible because of the disappearance of the center of symm
which is a characteristic of atoms located in a Bravais latti

In previous work,7,8 the proposed orbital ordering was n
described in detail. The two degenerateeg orbitals, dx22y2

5)/2(x22y2) anddz25d3z22r 25 1
2 (3z22r 2), split as

cg5c1dx22y21c2d3z22r 2,

ce5c2dx22y22c1d3z22r 2.

Herex,y,z are local coordinates related to a particular NiO6
octahedron. They can be oriented with respect to the crys
lographic cell in different directions. The coefficientsc1 and
c2 can be different for the two types of Ni existing in th
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cell. If the coefficients are the same for all the Ni ions in t
cell, the orbitals can be distinguished by their orientat
with respect to the crystallographic cell. In such a cas
c2.c1 , as for LaMnO3, the dz2-symmetry-type orbital is
predominant. In Fig. 6~a! this type or orbital ordering is il-
lustrated for LaMnO3 and in Fig. 6~b! a
Bb21m-symmetry-compatible dz2-orbital ordering for
RNiO3 compounds in the insulating state. The other poss
orbital ordering is illustrated in Fig. 6~c!, it corresponds to a
site ~Ni1, for instance! in which c1.c2 and to another site
~Ni2! with c2.c1 . This dx22y2 /dz2-orbital ordering was
proposed for the first time in Ref. 8. Thedz2-orbital ordering
e
n
if

le

should produce a two long and four shorter Ni-O distanc
whereas thedx22y2 /dz2-orbital ordering should give a two
short and four longer Ni-O distances. It is more probable t
the actual orbital ordering in theRNiO3 compounds is of the
dx22y2 /dz2 type, because the expected distortion is small

The orientation of the orbital lobes depicted in Fig.
gives rise to roughly four types of exchange interactionsAW ,
AS , FW , and FS , verifying the following relations:
2J(AS).2J(AW)'J(FS).J(FW)'0. These interactions

give thek5( 1
2 ,0,12 ) magnetic ground state characterizing th

RNiO3 perovskites in the insulating regime.
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